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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

How would an administrator accomplish the given configuration leveraging the firewall capabilities within VMware Cloud
on AWS? 

A. Create a gateway firewall rule permitting bi-directional traffic to Subnet A from the Internet. Create a gateway firewall
rule denying bi-directional traffic to Subnet B and Suubnet C from the Internet. Create a distributed firewall rule under
the Application category to permit bi-directional traffic from Subnet A to Subnet B and from Subnet B to Subnet C. 

B. Create a gateway firewall rule permitting bi-directional traffic to Subnet A from the Internet. Create a distributed
firewall rule denying bi-directional traffic to Subnet B and Subnet C from the Internet. Create a distributed firewall rule
under the Ethernet category to permit bi-directional traffic from Subnet A to Subnet B and from Subnet B to Subnet C. 

C. Create a gateway firewall rule permitting bi-directional traffic to Subnet A from the Internet. Create a gateway firewall
rule denying bi-directional traffic from the Internet to all subnets. 

Create a distributed firewall rule under the Infrastructure category to permit bi-directional traffic from Subnet A to Subnet
B and from Subnet B to Subnet C. 

D. Create a gateway firewall rule permitting bi-directional traffic to Subnet A from the Internet. Create a gateway firewall
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rule denying bi-directional traffic to Subnet B and Subnet C from the Internet. Create a gateway firewall rule to permit bi-
directional traffic from Subnet A to Subnet B and from Subnet B to Subnet C. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A user with an Organization Member role would like to add another user to an organization. How would this be
accomplished? 

A. Only users with an Organization Owner role can invite and add users to the organization. 

B. The user with an Organization Member role needs to have CloudAdmin permissions in order to add a new user. 

C. The user with an Organization Member role will be able to add a new user through the Identity and Access
Management page. 

D. Users with an Organization Member role are automatically granted access to all roles within VMware Cloud on AWS. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true regarding how vSphere High Availability (HA) provides rapid recovery from outages in VMware
Cloud on AWS? 

A. Sphere HA restarts virtual machines if their host becomes isolated on the VMware vSAN network. 

B. vSphere HA restarts impacted virtual machines on another host when an application fails. 

C. vSphere HA is enabled by default in VMware Cloud on AWS but can be disabled or modified. 

D. vSphere HA restarts impacted virtual machines (VMs) on another host when a VM stops sending heartbeats or the
VM process fails (vmx). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer plans to use VMware Cloud on AWS to support their public cloud adoption initiatives. Their use case for
VMware Cloud on AWS is predominately data center extension to support seasonal and business specific demands.
There will also be a number of workloads running in VMware Cloud on AWS on a long-term, permanent basis. Based on
a recent sizing assessment, it is determined that utilization of VMware Cloud on AWS will fluctuate between two and five
hosts throughout the year based on seasonal and market conditions. Which possible subscription option would result in
the greatest benefit to this customer and why? 

A. Create a subscription for five hosts for three years. This option provides the greatest cost savings to the customer
and eliminates the amount of time needed to provision and configure VMware ESXi hosts as consumption fluctuates. 
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B. Create a subscription for two hosts for one year and consume the remaining hosts, as needed, on-demand. This
option allows the customer to lock in a term rate for required hosts and leverage on-demand rates for additional hosts as
needed. 

C. Consume VMware Cloud on AWS on-demand based on seasonal and business requirements. This option provides
the cost benefits of cloud through an on-demand consumption model. 

D. Create a subscription for three hosts for three years and consume the remaining hosts, as needed, on-demand. This
option allows the customer to lock in a term rate for required hosts and leverage on-demand rates for additional hosts as
needed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer is currently running 153 virtual machines in an eight-node vSphere cluster. Each host is equipped with
256GB RAM, two AMD CPUs and four 10Gb NICs. Which migration strategy should the administrator recommend? 

A. HCX Replication Assisted vMotion (RAV) with Enhanced vMotion Compatibility 

B. HCX Cold Migration 

C. Cross vCenter vMotion with Hybrid Linked Mode 

D. HCX vMotion with Enhanced vMotion Compatibility 

Correct Answer: C 
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